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Overreliance on spacers
leads to consumer
complaints
Does lack of willingness to purchase
installation excellence exclude tile
setters who craft quality work?
By Stephanie Samulski,
NTCA Director of Technical Services

Coverings is not only an
VWWVY[\UP[`[VZLLÄYZ[OHUK[OL
latest tile and stone styles and
trends; it’s an opportunity to
learn about the latest technical
and installation challenges and
the efforts underway to address
them. One such discussion at
this year’s show last month was
the premise that an increasing
number of installers are not
using measurements and chalk
lines to square up and lay out
their tile installations. Instead,
they are relying on hard spac- Contrasting grout and tile make misalignment
ers, usually made of plastic, to more obvious than less-contrasting grout and tile.
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Waterproofing Solutions
in Sheet or Liquid Form
FinPan now offers three solutions for
managing water in showers
The Strength
Behind the Beauty
WaterArmor ® Waterproofing Sheet
Membrane is a 2m wide and 20 mil
thick highly flexible roll that reduces
seams and covers wall area from floor
to standard shower head height.

WaterArmor is a one component
100% acrylic flexible water barrier
and crack isolation compound
that bridges cracks up to 1/8” and
cures within 1-hour. It can be
troweled, rolled or brushed into
place to form a continuous barrier
that protects from incidental water
damage.

WaterTite is a 40 mil PVC membrane
used for traditional mudbed shower
applications. It has lines every 6”
to facilitate measuring and cutting.
WaterTite is available in 48”, 60” and
72” widths.
800.833.6444
orders@finpan.com

Find Us On

finpan.com
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ARDEX Americas now offers a single-source, in-floor heating system,
called ARDEX FLEXBONE HEAT. It is
German-engineered and delivers heat
faster and more efficiently than any
other electric in-floor heating systems
available, ARDEX claims. It is ideal for
all types of tile, stone and other manufacturer-approved floor coverings. The
FLEXBONE HEAT system includes three
major components. The membrane is
a 3-in-1 solution for heating, uncoupling and waterproofing. It has 81%
less air space under the membrane
for faster, and more efficient heating.
The heating cables are manufactured
to the highest safety and quality standards with aluminum tubing and FEP
cable insulation. The cold/hot junction is self-contained in the cable and
there are 34 cable sizes available in
both 120V or 240V. Finally, there are
three options available in the ARDEX
FLEXBONE® HEAT thermostats, including a Wi-Fi enabled option. When
installing the system, you can also
qualify for a complete system warranty.
www.ardexamericas.com
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determine the grout joint width and
tile positioning, which can result in
misaligned tiles.
NTCA requested this topic be
included on the agenda for the
ANSI ASC A108 Committee meeting held at the show. The discussion was initiated by NTCA Board
member and Technical Committee
Chairperson James Woelfel, who
is active in development of installer and contractor best practices
through involvement in and leadership of numerous technical committees. Reliance on spacers has
become a critical issue, according
to Woelfel, who, in addition to
contracting, is engaged in inspection and consulting. He says this
problem is the cause of about
80% of the inspections he has performed so far in 2019.
The committee discussed the
well-understood and accepted
function of the grout joint as the
necessary adjustable component of
every tile installation that accommodates variations in tile sizing, an
inherent characteristic of tile. But
hard spacers inhibit that adjustability factor. Accordingly, the less
consistently-sized a tile is, the
greater the misalignment that will
be caused by hard spacers because
of the greater need to adjust the
grout joint for the tile size differences.
Conversely, the problem that
Woelfel believes is on the rise
would be less pronounced with
YLJ[PÄLK[PSL;OPZPZILJH\ZLVM[OL
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We exceed industry standards,
to deliver the quality you come to expect,

from start to finish.

Quality Tile

Setting Materials

www.sgm.cc
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how to deal with it, and a lack
VM X\HSPÄLK PUZ[HSSLYZ KLZWP[L [OL
availability of information and
instruction available, especially
online. Or, perhaps installers know
better, but are working at rates that
9LJ[PÄLK[PSLOHZSLZZ
unquestionably require speed over
size variation, stipulated by ANSI A137.1,
precision. Is there a lack of willingcompared to caliness by homeowners and GCs to
brated tile, for which
“purchase” installation excellence
more size variation is
allowed.
that excludes those who would
take the time and make the effort to
;PSL JSHZZPÄLK HZ ¸UH[\YHS¹ OHZ THRLHLZ[OL[PJHKQ\Z[TLU[Z&
very intentional size variation for
One can only speculate. Most
aesthetic purposes and is allowed inspection reports address only
the greatest amount, and many whether an installation does or
tiles have even greater intentional does not meet industry standards.
variation and fall outside the tile When it does not, the common
standard completely.
presumption is that installer error
But spacers themselves aren’t the is wholly to blame. But a deepenemy. They can be combined, or er-diving, less black-and-white
adjustable varieties can be used, HZZLZZTLU[TPNO[YL]LHSZPNUPÄJHU[
to produce a good end result even culpability of homeowners and
^OLU[OLYLPZZPNUPÄJHU[ZPaL]HYPH .*ZJOVVZPUNUV[[VOPYLX\HSPÄLK
tion in the tile.
labor.
It’s an important question for
the industry. Perhaps Woelfel’s
spacer-related observations are a
microcosm. Does an increase in
improper spacer use signal worsening undervaluation of craftworkLYZHUK[YHKL^VYR&>LZOV\SK[Y`
[VÄUKV\[
Spacers used in combination to give tile
If misaligned tile due to spacer
with purposeful size variation a consistent
\ZL YLÅLJ[Z H ZOYPURPUN ^PSSPUN
overall appearance.
ness to purchase trade excellence,
JV\SK^L[YHJL[OLSHJRVMX\HSPÄLK
Exploring the cause of the issue
SHIVYIHJR[V[OH[SHJRVMKLTHUK&
The root cause of the issue is Could it be considered a labor
debatable. Perhaps there is a lack market correction, i.e., a generalof awareness of size variation and ized lowering of output quality that
very small amount of size variation
HSSV^LKMVYYLJ[PÄLK[PSLWLY(5:0
A137.1, as compared to tile clasZPÄLK HZ JHSPIYH[LK [PSL ^OPJO PZ
allowed more variation.
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This revolutionary nipper has the finest carbide tips which are
ground to a precision finish with industrial diamonds. The over
molded cushioned sleeves on the lightweight handle make it
one of the most comfortable tools to use. Independent testing
proved that our nipper only requires one third the compressive
force to cut tile, therefore reducing fatigue and increasing
control when nipping.
Available in original and radius
styles
Cushioned handles won’t slip

Replaceable carbide teeth
Stainless steel parts won’t rust

Quality Tools = Quality Job... makes sense doesn’t it?
800.423.5243 • www.barwalt.com
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equalizes the supply side with the
KLTHUKZPKL&
It may sound controversial but
does the opposing theory make
ZLUZL& 0Z P[ WVZZPISL [OH[ [OL [PSL
consuming public not only wants
– but is generally willing to purchase excellence – yet contractors
and installers are either disinclined
VY\UHISL[VÄUKH^H`[VTLL[[OH[
KLTHUKKLZWP[L[OLWYVÄ[HIPSP[`VM
KVPUNZV&0M[OH[^LYL[Y\LJVU[YHJtors that do deliver quality work
would have an almost unmanageable backlog of work, while subpar
contractors would get very little
work and be virtually driven out.
Unfortunately, it seems the opposite is the case: quality contractors
often struggle to get work, and

report that the projects they bid on
are routinely awarded to contractors that do not provide the same
level of installation quality.

Some installers use compressible materials
like rope to space tile.

Determining precise layouts
Whatever the reason for it, the
implications aren’t limited to some
misaligned tiles. Even if all the tiles
on a job were miraculously the
exact same size, with zero adjust-

WHERE GROWING YOUR BUSINESS

IS OUR PURPOSE.
Joe Lundgren is a globally recognized product and marketing
expert in the ceramic and stone worldwide markets. His specialty is
Business Development, Product Management, and Marketing.
Joe has developed his expertise in strategic planning, new product
development, and marketing strategy for North America during his
27 year career at Dal-Tile, a subsidiary of Mohawk Industries.
Joe has extensive experience in multiple sales channels including
distribution and Home Centers.
Additionally, Joe represents the Tile Council of North America (TCNA)
for its testing laboratories, which has Joe at the epicenter of the
industry for all new initiatives.
Please contact Joe Lundgren for a free consultation proposal!

+1.214.641.7773
JOSEPHLUNDGRENCONSULTING.COM
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ability needed, Woelfel’s observations still signal a problem. The
method of using measurements
and chalk lines to lay out an installation is the skill that enables the
tile installation to be oriented in
the best way possible for a given
tile and pattern in a given space.
Laying out tile is the process of
determining the size and placement of cuts (partial tiles) before
any tile is set. Especially for larger
installations, it’s a decision-making
process, which may even involve a
home or building owner since the
“best layout” is often subjective.
One homeowner might want full
tile at a certain threshold or transi[PVU [V V[OLY ÅVVYPUN YLNHYKSLZZ
of how that arrangement decision
impacts the tiles on the opposite
side of the room; while another
individual would prefer a more
centered design.
Only through professional layout
processes can the layout options,
including the aesthetic pros and
cons of each option, be known
and evaluated and an informed
decision be made. Similarly, the
professional layout process enables
installers to adjust a layout to meet
ZWLJPÄJ WVPU[Z HUK SVJH[PVUZ HZ
needed in-situ. Installers may have
to ever-so-slightly expand or compress a layout in order to “make it
work,” imperceptibly, and over the
course of multiple rows.
Several ANSI Committee members said they support Woelfel’s
thinking that language could be
82

Tiling the main aisles of a furniture showroom requires precise layout to ensure tile
rows are aligned on center with columns.

added to ANSI standards and/or
the TCNA Handbook relating to
the potential for spacers to result
in misaligned tiles. As part of the
related awareness efforts, the larger implications should be emphasized. The idea is to not only avoid
crooked tiles due to spacers, but
to ensure that the highest level of
craftsmanship is available wherever and whenever needed. This is
not accomplished by seeking out
X\HSPÄLK PUZ[HSSLYZ HUK JVTWHUPLZ
only for the most critical projects,
but rather by helping to sustain
them by being their regular partner
on the jobs in between.
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